
Clovis Community College 

DISCIPLINE POLICY FOR EQUIV ALENCY 
1. When considering the establishment of discipline equivalency standards, please consider that California 

Education Code §87359(b) requires that "each individual faculty member ... possess qualifications that 
are at least equivalent to the applicable minimum standards." Fill out the application that is included 
with this set of instructions. Please use the current Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and 
Administrators in California Community Colleges. 
a. Item I, fill out the top half of the front side of the application. For the name of the discipline, please 

use the name given in the current disciplines list. Ifyour department uses a different name for the 
discipline, you may include that in parentheses as well. 

b. Item II, please copy word for word the statement in the current disciplines list. 
c. Item III, please list the requirements your department wants as "the equivalent." Please do not use 

any of the wording from item II. Ifyou do not wish to allow any equivalencies, please state "none." 
However, you might want to use the following wording instead of none: 

1. A master's degree of a different name not normally used, or that is new to the 
discipline, yet which contains the equivalent coursework to the above master's 
degree/one of the above master' s degrees. 

d. Item IV, please provide an explanation that justifies this policy. 
e. Item V, the minimum number of signatures required to recommend an equivalency policy must be at 

least a majority of your discipline faculty. 

2. Have the department vote on the proposed policy. Next have the department chair or division 
representative sign the application after it is approved. Then have the Dean of Instruction review it and 
sign it as well. 

3. The Dean of Instruction will send the application to the CCC Equivalency Committee through the Office 
of Instruction. 

4. The application will go to the CCC Equivalency Committee Chair. If it is technically correct, it will go 
before the Equivalency Committee for consideration at the next available meeting. If it is not technically 
correct, it will be sent back to the department for changes. Please make the changes and go back to step 
2. 

5. Faculty in a discipline area may submit local standards for equivalency at any time; however, these 
standards will not take effect until the beginning of the next regular semester. As a result, changes to 
local equivalency standards will be recognized and officially recorded only twice per year-at the 
beginning of the fall semester and at the beginning of the spring semester. Policies adopted or in effect 
at the beginning of the spring semester will carry through the summer term. 

6. If the Equivalency Committee does not approve the policy, it will recommend changes. You can either 
make the changes or appeal the Equivalency Committee's decision. 

7. Discipline policies shall be in effect for no more than three years, as the Minimum Qualifications 
handbook is updated in that time frame. After three years, departments are required to review their 
department policy, revise as necessary, and resubmit revisions to the Equivalency Committee for review 
if needed. Departments are also encouraged to take their proposed policies to the State Academic 
Senate's Standards and Practices Committee to try to enact change in the Disciplines List Revision 
Handbook. 

Approved by CCC AS 8/14/15 



APPLICATION FOR ACCEPTANCE OF A 

DISCIPLINE POLICY FOR EQUIVALENCY 

~-1f4~,.....__----~~---- Date: 

- --

I. 
Date: 1JJ24/15 

From (Chair): Stephen Dent Extension:_5_2_5~8 ___ 

Department: .....H......1.....1m.....a.....n......it.....ie....s...______________________ 

Discipline(s): Foreign Language 

TENURED FACULTY SIGNATURE(S) 

Signature of the Tenured Faculty Who Determined that the P

Date: 

roposed Policy Should Satisfy the Equivalency 
Requirements: 

Printed Name: --~K=a~re~n~H~am=m=e~r_____________ 

Signature: ' o./ /{p._1v,.., CGLh::v, I/ b.,0~
I 

(If tenuredfaculty member in the discipline is not available, a tenuredfaculty member from a "related discipline", as defined in the 
Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community Colleges handbook, may sign after consulting with 
the non-tenuredfaculty.) 

DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DIVISION REPRESENATIVE SIGNATURE 

Printed Name: S_te___p_h_e_n_D_e_n_t ___________ 

Signature: -
___

- -- __IJ__,_/2_z_S-,_/;_r __ 

Do any of the colleges in the district offer a comparable program? X Yes No 
If so, which colleges: FCC and Reedley College 

If applicable, have CCC Faculty reviewed this departmental policy with the appropriate faculty at the other 
colleges offering a comparable program? X Yes _ _ _ No 
If so, which instructors: Franchesca Amezola of Reedley and Lupe Vega of Madera both communicated with 
me upon receipt of the document and had no obj ections. l also sent a copy to Joyce Pinkard. chair at , C. l 
have not vet heard back from her. FCC does have a discipline specific policy for Foreign Language which is 
more flexible than what I am proposing for CCC 

(Faculty from other colleges may include a statement of support or non-support). 

DEAN OF INSTRUCTION SIGNATURE 

Approved by CCC AS 8/14/15 



- ----- - --- ----- -

---------------- -- - - -------

II. Statement ofminimum qualifications as defined in the Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and 
Administrators in California Community Colleges handbook: 

Masters degree in the language being taught OR bachelors degree in the language being taught AND a 
masters degree in another language or linguistics or the equivalent 

III. Recommended Departmental Policy for an Equivalency: 

Same as II. above plus the following additional options: 

Bachelors degree in the language being taught AND a masters degree in any of the following or the 
equivalent: 

MA Foreign Language Pedagogy 
MA Teaching Foreign Language 
MA Foreign Language Education 
MA Teaching ____ as a Foreign Language (insert name ofFL) 
MA __ Linguistics (insert name ofFL, for example Spanish Linguistics) 

_____ The Department/Discipline will only accept the minimum qualifications as stated in the 
Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators 

IV. Please provide an explanation that justifies this policy if different than state minimum qualifications: 

The minimum qualifications established by the state already allow for the MA to be in another language 
or in the related discipline of Linguistics. When one compares course requirements for the MA in Linguistics 
with requirements for the degrees listed above, usually there is some common coursework required, such as 
classes in Sociolinguistics, Second Language Acquisition, and Language Analysis, for example. In addition, the 
degrees listed above include courses that have a more direct practical classroom application for Foreign 
Language instruction because such programs typically emphasize the integration of pedagogy and practice. 
Coursework often requires students to apply theory to design curricula and materials, develop language tests, 
conduct research and teach classes in the Foreign Language. (In some Linguistics Masters degree programs, 
including the one at Fresno State, emphasis in on the English language.) 

V. Members of the discipline are to sign either in support or denial of the policy. Number of full-time faculty: [I 
\

Printed Name: 

Signature: Date: 

Support: __ Oppose: __ 
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ACTION OF THE CLOVIS COLLEGE ACADEMIC SENATE COMMITTEE ON EQUIVALENCY 

., . 

The Department Po li cy is: approved: X denied: 

~ ~-we}__---
Signature ofEquivaleocy Committee Chair (or designee): 

Date: /;;.._ - /i../- / S-

Comments: --~_«:_ff~e~r;l~__~- n i m-'-{_)V~S~/;-=-i------------vrt ~'-'-'-_ 

Approved by CCC AS 8/14/15 


